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ABSTRACT
'Lhe

anatase-rutile transformation has been shown to result in preferred orientation of
the product but with no preservation of the anatase axes of symmetry. It is, therefore,
classified as a case of intermediate toootaxv.

planes. A cooperative movement of the titanium and oxygen ions is proposed in which the
majority of the titanium ions, in order to reach their new sites, break onlv trvo of their
original six Ti-O bonds.

INlrnooucrroN
rt is frequently possible to determine the mechanism of crystallographicphasetransformationsby studving the orientation of the product
phase with respectto that of the reactant. rf the transformation occurs
so that the orientationof the product phaseis correlatedwith the orientation of the reactant phase, then a topotactical relation is said to exist2
(Lotgering, 1959; Shannon and Rossi, 1964). The degreeof correlation
determinesthe degreeof tbpotaxy. rf the atoms undergo only a change
in secondary coordination and no primary bonds are broken, such as in
displacivephasetransformations,then a high degreeof topotaxy results.
A crvstal undergoingsuch a reactionresultsin a single-crystaldiffraction
pattern beforeand after the transformation.rf, however,the atoms must
undergo extensiverearrangement,little accord exists between the original and final structures and the transformation is weakly topotacticai
or reconstructive.The dehydroxylation of 7-FeOOH to form ? FezOs
(Mackay, 1960) and the a-B quartz transformation are two examplesof
strong topotaxy. cases of intermediate and weak topotaxy occur respectively in the dehydration of Mg(OH), and Ca(OH)z (West, 1934),
I Present address: central Research
Department, Experimental station, E. r. du pont
de Nemours & Company, Wilmington, Delaware.
2 Bernal (1960) and Mackay (1960)
use more restricted criteria of (a) the retention of
at least one axis of symmetry, or (b) a three-dimensional accord between the structures
and preservation of the majority of the atomic positions. Taylor et ol. (1962) assume
Lotgering's definition with the added restriction that three-dimensional accord between
the initial and final structures is present.
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while the quartz-cristobalite transformation is reconstructive (Chaklader, 1963)and is thus not expectedto exhibit topotaxy.
A study of the brookite-rutile transformation (Barblan eL al., 1958)
revealed a moderately topotactical transformation and allowed the investigators to postulate a mechanism involving small atomic rearrangements. The brookite [100]was found to remain coincidentwith the rutile
[100]. In the brookite (100) plane, the rutile assumed three different
orientations: (1) at 700oC., rutile [100]l I brookite [OO1];(2) at 800" C.,
rutile [001]]l brookite [010]; and (3) also at 800o C., rutile [001] l
brookite lO27l or [023]. In a [100] projection of the brookite structure,
zig-zagchains of TiOe octahedrarunning along the c-axisare evident so
that formation of the chains of octahedrain rutile in case(1) is not unexpected and involves only a straightening of the chains and breaking
up of every other octahedronby a shift of the Ti atom from its octahedral
site to a new one. In cases(2) and (3) the movement required of the
oxygen atoms is less than that in case (1), but the movement of the Ti
atoms is greater. Barblan et al,.srggested that the mobility of the oxygen
atoms relative to that of the Ti atoms is greater at lower temperatures,
making case (1) reasonable.As the temperature increases,the mobility
'li
of the
atoms becomesgreater and case(2) becomespredominant. The
same authors made an attempt to find similar behavior in the anataserutile transformation but failed to discoverany preferred orientation of
the rutile crystals. From Table 1 it can be seen that the volume contraction in the brookite-rutile transition is -37o, while that in the anaTaem 1. Pnopnnrrrs or TiO:

Iiorm

Symmetry

Space group

Orthorhombic

otzi poca

Tetragonal

Dii, I - md

Tetragonal

DiiP - nm

I

Unit cell
dimensions,

Calculated
density,
gm/cm3

a:9.18r
, :5 .45
c:5.14
a:3

7852

-_n

(1/

4 -126

3.892

a

I

a:4.5933
c:2.959

1n

1 Pauling and Sturdivant, Zeil. Kri'st. 68, 239-56, 1928
2,3Cromer and Herrington, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 77, 4708-4709, 1955.
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tase-rutile transition is -8o/oi thus, in the latter case a more random
distribution of the rutile crvstals can be exoectedfrom the distortion
alone.
Our experiments showed, however, that large octahedral single
crystals of anatase could be transformed without loss of their external
shape even though severecracks had developed as would be expected
from an anisotropic contraction. The fact that the crystals were still
bipvramidal in shape and had not disintegrated allowed the determination of the orientation of the product phaseby r-ray diffraction methods.
It
hoped that a studl' of this orientation would provide some in"vas
formation concerningthe mechanismof the transformation.
ExpBnrunNrer PnocnouRE AND Rnsur:rs
Three crvstals were chosenfor a detailed orientation study. The first
crystal, G-2,1from Disentis, Graubiinden,Switzerland,was a bipyramid
0.5 mmX0.2 mm, the long dimensionbeing along the c-axis.The other
trvo crystals, V-2 and V-4,2 from the area of Val VaIs, Graubiinden,
Switzerland, were large bipyramidal crystals, one 4 mmX2 mm, and
the other 1] mmXl mm. Crystal G-2 was heated at 850o C. for 28
hours, 900o for 66 hours, 925" lor 25 hours, and at 950" for 10 hours.
Crl,stal V-2 was heated for 3 hours at 850o C.,3 hours at 900o,and 1
hour at 950". Cr.vstal V-4 was heated for 48 hours at 900o C. The transformation was found to proceedfrom nucleationsites on the surfaceof a
crystal torvard the center. This behavior, combined with the large
shrinkage,resulted in the formation of cracks. Cr-vstalG-2 was transparent and tan in color before the transformation and brilliant orange
afterwardl the other two crvstals were translucent and dark green in
color.
Rotation patterns resulted in discontinuous rutile powder rings,
indicating polvcrystalline specimens exhibiting preferred orientation.
Determination of the orientation of the rutile crystallites was made in a
manner similar to that usedin the study of preferredorientation in metal
wires and sheets(Henrv, el al., 1960).When a polycrystalline specimen
exhibiting preferred orientation is irradiated with monochromatic s-ravs,
discontinuous powder rings result. If the crystallite size is large, oscillation patterns, rather than stationary patterns, must be used. Oscillation
patterns provide the angle p which the normals to the reflecting planes
make with the axis of oscillation. The intersection of the cone of angle 2p
with the cone of angie (180'- 20), whoseaxis is the incident r-ray beam,
I Obtained from Minerals Unlimited, Berkeley, California.
2 Obtained from Scott Williams Mineral Co., Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona.
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givesthe position of the pole. Thesepolescan then be plotted on a stereogram. A seriesof oscillationpatterns made with the incident r-ray beam
oriented in different positions with respect to the original anatasecrystals
provide the complete pole figure.
Each heat-treated crystal was mounted in an oscillation camera so
that the c-axis of the original anatase crystal was perpendicular to the
r-ray beam. Ten-degree oscillation patterns using filtered Cu-radiation
were made at appropriate intervals around the [001] axis for crystals V-2
and V-4 and around the [001] and [100] axes for crystal G-2. The rutile
(110),rather than the (100) poles,were chosenbecauseof their relatively
high intensity. The diffraction rings in a pattern of crystal G-2 were
analyzedto provide the rutile (110) and (001) poles shown in Fig. 1a.
Composite diagrams for both the [001] and [100] orientations of the original anatase,in which the pole figures for the three crystals were superimposed,were also constructed.Figures 1b and 1c show the composite
diagrams for the anatase [100] orientation with the experimental high
and low intensity reflections of rutile (110) and (001) poles, respectively.
There are eight distinct directions which the rutile c-axis might assume
relative to an anatasecrystal. It should be emphasized,however, that all
of the possible orientations expected theoreticaily mal' 1ot occur in a
single transformed crystal becauseof preferred directions of nucleation.
Furthermore, a large degreeof scatter in the positions of the poles was
expectedfrom the distortion and misorientationof the crystallitesresulting from the shrinkage and cracking associatedwith the transformation.
The expected regions of high and low intensity for the eight orientations
are also indicated in thelatter two pole figures(Figs. 1b, c).
In addition, the regions of intensity within the diffraction rings were
sometimesdiscontinuous becauseof the large size of some of the crystallites. Despite all of the above difficulties, regions of concentration of the
rutile (110) and (001) poles are evident in the pole figures.It can be seen
that clustering of the (110) poles occurs around the equator and surrounding the anatase [001] and that the (001) poles are situated in a
broad region centering on a latitude of about 45 deg. It might at first be
thought that the rutile (110) poleslie parallel to the anatase[001]direction. This possibility was rejected since it would have implied that the
rutile (001) poleswere all situated along the equator, which is clearly not
the case.
Mncn.qNrslr or TneNsnoRMATroN
Frorn a study of the kinetics of the reaction (Shannon,1964),it was
apparent that the mechanism cannot be a mere change of bond angles
andf or bond lengths which result in a slight shift or retention of major
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cr)rstallographic axes. The activation energy- for transformation was
found to vary among different samples, depending upon the impurity
content,from 100to 180kcal/mole. Thesevaluessuggestthat the process
involves the rupture of bonds and a major rearrangement of atoms. In
addition, the lack of close similarity of the anatase and rutile structures
suggeststhe necessityof a rearrangementof atoms.
The anatase and rutile structures generally representedas pseudoclose-packedoxygen Iayers with half the octahedral sites vacant; in
anatasethe oxygensare in a distorted face-centeredcubic arrangement
and in rutile, in a distorted hexagonalarrangement.In anatasethe closepacked plane is the (112) plane with the Ti atoms arranged in zig-zag
chains running along [ZZll as indicated in Fig. 2a, and each TiOs octahedron sharesfour of its edgeswith four other octahedra.For the sakeof
clarity only one oxygen plane with its associatedtitanium ions is shown.
Actuallv, four of these planes are necessaryto cover the repeat distance.
In the next layer of oxygen atoms the zig-zag chains of titanium ions are
displaced along [1tO] by half the distance between chains, and along
fzztl Ay 0.6 A. Figure 2b includespart of the secondox]'gen layer. In
rutile the close-packedplane is (100) and the Ti atoms lie in rows along
[OOt] as indicated in Fig. 2c. The rutiie structure may alsobe pictured as
a seriesof chainsof TiOo octahedraparallel to the r-axis,whereeachoctahedron sharestwo of its oppositeedgeswith two other octahedra.The Ti
atoms in the [001] rows form the centersof these octahedra,some of
which are shown in Fig. 2c.
The anion framework is expectedto undergo a minimum of rearrangement if the least spatial disturbance of the structure is to take place
(Brindley, 1963). Since the interplanar spacings of the close-packed
planes in anataseand rutile are nearly identical (drr:u'ut:2.336; d26s'"t
:2.297), it was assumed that most of the atomic movement occurred
within the planes themselves.Becausethe Ti atoms lie in rows in the
rutile structure, one looks for similar rows in the anatase (112) plane.
The possibledirectionsfor the resultant rutile c-axisare indicated in Fig.
2a. Directions "a," "b," and "c" do not correspondto the experimentally
observeddistribution of (110) and (001) planes.The line of atoms along
"d," however, is clearly the direction in which most of the [001] poles
were found. Figure 3a is a stereogramshowing the trace of one of the
anatase(112) planescontaining two directionswhich the c-axesof rutile
may assumeafter the transformation.Figure 3b showsthe orientation of
four of the eight possible equivalent rutile unit cells and the complete
pole figure if the rutile crystals grew in all possible orientations. Although the positions of the calculated poles (Fig. 3b) do not lie exactly at
the center of the experimental intensity distribution (Figs' 1b, c), the
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Frc. 3. a) An anatase [100] stereogram shorving the orientation of two rutile crystals
whose c-axeslie in an anatase (112) plane.
I rutile (110)
I rutile (001)
W rutile QAD.
b) Anatase [100] stereogram showing rutile (110) and (001) poles and the orientation
of four equivalent rutile crystals.

agreement is consideredsatisfactory in light of the larger amount of
shrinkageand distortion which takes place during the transformation.
The mechanismof the transformation appearsto be similar to that of
brookite in the sensethat the close-packed
planesin the reactant remain
as ciose-packed
planesin the product with almost the samespacingwhile
the major rearrangementoccurswithin theseplanes.Figure 2b showsthe
atoms of the rutile TiOo octahedral structure as they are arranged in
anatasebefore the transformation.In achievingthe rutile configuration
shown in Fig. 2c, considerabledistortion occurs,as may be seenfrom the
relative positions of the cations shown in the figures,due to rearrangement of oxvgens to attain their hexagonalpacking. Also, in the lower
layer, half the titanium atoms undergo no changein nearestneighbors,
while the other half break two Ti-O bonds and acquire two new nearest
neighbors.In the upper layer aii the cations must break two bonds in
achievingtheir new position. It is clear from the positionsof the cations
in Figs. 2b and 2c that a shrinkageoccursin the new IOO1]direction and
an expansionin the new [tOO] direction.
Figure 4 showstwo adjacent cations and the surroundingoxygen configuration (a) before,and (b) after the transformation.Thesecorrespond
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to octahedraa and b in Figs. 2b and 2c. The shifts of lhe titanium atoms
to their new octahedral sites occur by breaking two bonds with "c,,
anions,indicated b-vdashedlines in Fig. 4a, and making two new bonds.
During this processthe cation maintains bonds with four anions; at the
midpoint of the movement, thus, the cationshave four nearestneighbors
and two more distant neighbors.The apparent movement of the cations
into adjoining tetrahedral sites does not actuall1. occur because these
sites progressivelychangeinto octahedralsites as a consequenceof the
indicated movementsand the associatedrearrangement.This mechanism
is best describedas a cooperativemovement of the titanium and oxygen
atoms in contrast to a strict diffusion mechanism in which the anion
structure remains essentiallyfixed while the cation moves through a
tetrahedralsite to its new octahedralsite.
The questionthen remainsas to the reasonsfor the failure of the rutile
c-axesto lie in the "a," "br" or "c" directions as indicated in Fig 2a.
Alignment of the titanium atoms in the "b" direction can be achievedby
a similar type of cooperativemovement of the atoms, but it s'ould require a greater distortion of the oxvgen configurationand an expansion
along this direction which would be energeticallyunfavorable. Align-

^)"C;:
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I
rb

to\

\
u r/o

b

")"(.
Fro. 4 Configuration of octahedral structures associated rvith trvo corresponding cations
(a) in anatase before the transformation, ancl (b) in rutile after the transformation. The
dashed lines represent Ti-O bonds that are broken during the transformation. Structure
in (a) equivalent to that shown in Fig. 2b and in (b), Fig. 2c.
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ment of the titanium atoms in the "a" or "c" direction would require a
diffusion type of movement of half the cations in an anion structure that
remains essentially fixed, in which the cation breaks four Ti-O bonds and
retains only two original neighbors during movement; such a rearrangement would again be energeticallylessfavorable.
DrscussroN
Oriented transformations have been assumed to occur with the least
spatial disturbance(Glasserand Glasser,1961).This conceptis operabie
on the basis that the minimum degree of movement and rearrangement
of atoms results in the path of minimum energy. However, spatial disturbance must be associatedwith (1) changesin position of the Iarger
structnre-determining ions, and (2) changesin distribution of the remaining ions. Thus, it is evident from this study and these principles that the
anatase-rutiletransformation is controlled by two factors: (1) the least
spatial disturbance of oxygen ions must occur, and (2) the number of
bonds broken must be at a minimum. The activation energy for the
transformation should thereforebe made up of two terms: (1) the strain
energy which must be overcome for the oxygen atoms in the close-packed
planes to reach their new configuration, and (2) the energy which is
necessaryto break the Ti-O bonds as the titanium atoms redistribute
themselves.
Strong topotaxy implies similarity of the initial and final structures
and the preservation of at least one of the axesof symmetry. The anataserutile transformation should not, therefore, be highly topotactical because the structures are dissimilar and none of the major axes of symmetrv of the product correspondto those of the reactant, However,
neither is the transformation a reconstructiveor heteromorphousreaction characterizedby random orientation of the product, i.e., with no
dimensionalaccordbetweenreactant and product. Sincethe product exhibits preferred orientation, thus preserving some of the structural elements, the transformation could be classifiedas an intermediate case of
topotaxy. Such a categor)'would also include the brookite-rutile transformation as well as reactions involving substanceswith laver structures
in which the layers are retained with reconstruction within the layers'
The transformation of the brookite, however,exhibits a higher degreeof
topotaxy than that of the anatase becauseof the smaller dimensional
change.
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